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Brogborough
Client: Golder Associates

Value: £19,540
KpH were given an
opportunity to price for
the dismantling of
redundant landfill gas
recovery plant,
associated power plant,
oil tanks, buildings and
structures.

KpH needed to react
quickly to this project due to the tight time scales given by the
client. KpH attended the site and put forward a detailed
proposal and programme to carry out the works.
KpH were awarded the project
and forwarded a set of
comprehensive RAMs to carry
out the works, using their own
staff and machine operators. The
project went smoothly according
to programme and budget.

Thanet District Council
Client: County Clean Environmental

Exxon Mobil Safety Assessment
KpH Environmental,
has successfully
passed the re–
assessment of Exxon Mobil’s safety management
systems. As a result KpH Environmental services has
been retained on the Exxon Mobil, Distribution and
Pipelines’ list of approved contracts.

Accreditation Renewal
KpH Environmental are happy
to announce that we have
successfully renewed our
CHAS (Contractors Health and
Safety Assessment Scheme)
Accreditation.

KpH Environmental Secure New Contracts

Value: £23,306

KpH were awarded the contract of the
cleaning and degassing of the depot
underground diesel tank and subsequent
lining. The tank was over 30 years old
and had no history of cleaning and
therefore the sludge within the vessel
was causing issues with the delivery
pump and fleet of vehicles.
As this was a live depot for the council,
the safe systems of work deployed for the cleaning and lining
needed to be maintained to a high standard.
KpH put forward comprehensive health and
safety paperwork and control procedures
giving the client the confidence in the
delivery of the project.
The project was a great success and has
meant the client now can utilise the
underground vessel for many years to come.

KpH Environmental, have successfully secured works with
numerous companies including QDS Remediation. This
project includes the completion of a forecourt demolition in
Bristol.

http://environmental.kph.co.uk/

FORS Bronze

Safe Contractor

KpH Deconstruction, h
KpH Group are proud to announce that we have earned
independent subsidia
our first FORS Bronze accreditation. The Fleet Operator
August last year, has n
Recognition Scheme (FORS) is a voluntary accreditation
SafeContractor!
scheme encompassing all aspects of safety, fuel efficiency
vehicle emissions and improved operations. This
accreditation helps KpH Group to continue demonstrating
the competency of our safety and efficiency processes.

KpH Group Donates Go-Kart to
St Silvans Area Charity
KpH Group, through the charity St Silvans Area, have
donated a Go-Kart to the charity, Young Epilepsy, for
their young members to enjoy at their new race track
in Lingfield. The charity supports 112,000 children
and young people under 25 with epilepsy in the UK.
They aim to
enable
people with
the condition
to fulfil their
potential and
ensure they
have the
best quality
of life.

If you think we can assist on any current or upcoming works,
please call our Environmental Division Manager, Craig Taylor on 07814 532182.

“Working safely for our future”

KpH Group Launch Their
New e-Brochure
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